
Types of Balance



Balance
Balance

The way in which the elements in visual arts 
are arranged to create a feeling of equilibrium 
in an artwork. The four types of balance are 
symmetry, asymmetry, radial and 
crystallographic.
radial.



Symmetrical Balance

One side is the same as the other.

Made up of exactly similar parts facing each 
other or around an axis.







Asymmetrical Balance

Having parts that fail to correspond to one 
another in shape, size, or arrangement; lacking 
symmetry.

 Not identical on both sides of a central line.







Instructions
1.Shoot 3 symmetrically balanced and 3 asymmetrically 
balanced photographs and upload to Drive and make a 
new folder “Balance”2. 

2. Rename your photographs: (ex: “symmetrical 1”, 
symmetrical 2, etc. etc.)

3. Crop / color correct any image as needed. Follow image 
edit instructions process we used with Ryers. 



Tips
Shoot the same frame several times, adjusting Aperture, 
Shutter Speed and ISO to achieve even, ideal exposure.

Make sure WB setting is correct in the lighting you are in. 

Make sure your photograph is focused.



Keys To Success

Pay careful attention to ENTIRE composition.

Reposition yourself or objects you are shooting 
if needed. 

Look for creative, atypical solutions. 



Radial Symmetry
The parts of an object or picture are regularly arranged and 
radiate from a central point. 

Objects that have radial symmetry can be divided into 
equal pieces like a pie. Each equal piece of a pie is also a 
congruent shape. Congruent shapes are exactly the same 
in size and shape.



Examples



Kaleidoscopes

Mandalas

Cathedral Windows







Objectives - Green

Identify radial symmetry in your surrounding 
and photograph the examples head on so the 
object comes across as truly having radial 
symmetry.

Combine 2-4 radial symmetry images on top of 
one another



Instructions - Green

1. Photograph four examples of radial 
symmetry in your surroundings.

2. Upload the images to Drive and rename 
them “radial 1, 2, 3, or 4.”

3. Create a new PS document 5’’ x 5’’ 300dpi / 
resolution and place 2-4 images onto the 
document.   



Instructions - Green

Run through the basic image edit process we 
used with the Ryers photographs:
Image - Adjustments
1. Levels
2. Color Balance & Hue / Saturation
3. Transform - scale (set size within frame)
4. Crop  - so image is perfectly radial 



5. Click on the layer section and adjust the 
“opacity” percentage so other layers are 
showing through. 

6. Experiment with adjusting layer styles and 
adding a background layer that is a color. 



7. Save the PS document into Drive as jpg and 
do not share with me. We will place these 
designs into our blogs later on. 

Grading - You will be graded on:
- photograph quality
- 2-4 images aligned
- creativity
- name on bottom in 20 pt. type





Instructions - Gold

1. Team up with one classmate. With each 
person using cameras photograph each 
others’ eyeballs. 

2. Upload the photographs in Drive, and then 
download to computer so you can open in PS.



 3. Crop the PS Document to  5’’ x 5’’, 300 dpi 
(resolution)

4. Align both eye images in the document so as 
much of the eyeballs line up -  irises, pupil, 
eyeballs

5. Remove all parts of the image except what is in 
the eyeball



6. Add both names at using font “Arial” 20 point 
type under the respective eyeballs in the PS 
document

7. Save your finished eyeball document to 
Drive and rename it “radial eye”. Do not share 
with me. 
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Grading

For the radial symmetry assignment you will be 
graded on:
- photograph quality
- eye alignment
- exposure equivalence of photos
- names on bottom in 20 pt. type


